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Digital Preservation Plan 
for Digital Comic Museum 

Rationale for digital preservation  

The Digital Comic Museum (DCM) is an online archive and forum that hosts user-uploaded images of 

public domain comics from the Golden Age era (1930s-1950s). Wide accessibility to the most 

comprehensive collection of comics fitting these qualifications is the ultimate goal of the DCM. Files are 

available for unlimited download, free and for anyone with an Internet connection. Would-be 

downloaders must first register to become a member of the site, but this is also free, and requires no 

other commitment.  

The community archive of the DCM is run and maintained completely by volunteer members. This is not 

surprising, given the level of dedication and fandom comic books have amassed over the years. Comic 

book collectors have long been considered the librarians and archivists of the media (Serchay, 1998), 

especially given that publishers of comics books have been inconsistent in both the preservation of back 

issues (Wershler, 2011) as well as the preservation of context such as advertisements and color scale in 

the digital versions of comics (Spencer, 2005). In the span of years between the rise of Internet peer-to-

peer file sharing and the crackdown by intellectual property holders such as Marcel and DC Comics, it 

became incredibly common for comic book fans to scan their paper copies and upload them to sharing 

networks. These scans often included scanner tags – a mark of the scanner or the group of scanners, 

looking only for popularity and acknowledgement in the close-knit community, but with no financial 

reward (Delwiche, 2014). These unauthorized scans, many of which are present in the DCM, do pose 

issues of authenticity including missing content, incorrect labelling, and nonexistent provenance data; 

however, they represent an important aspect comic book culture during a landscape shifting from print 

to digital. 

Due to the immaterial nature of serial newsprint and low-quality paper upon which most Golden Age 

comics were printed, there is imperative among comic book fans to preserve their contents in the form 

of digitization. More recently, scholars have also shown growing interest in studying comic books and 

comic book culture, but there are few scholarly institutions which maintain copies of lesser-known titles. 

The DCM is set apart due to its content being only public domain – these are comics which would 

otherwise be lost to the fading past were it not for the interest and dedication of those who love them. 

The DCM is therefore established as an important collection to both preserve the content of these easily 

forgotten materials, and to preserve the culture of comic book sharing in the form of scanner tags and 

community created metadata. 

 

Statement of organizational commitment 

Registered members of DCM are relied upon to populate, maintain, and use the collection. In order to 

download content – which is free – users must register. All users, including the five administrators, are 

volunteers, and no one ‘owns’ DCM (Yoc, personal communication, March 7, 2016). The content is all 

public domain, so the general public, in a sense ‘owns’ the images. The producers of the objects in 
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DCM’s archive, however, are the members who upload those images, and also extend to the creators of 

the scanned images (who are not always known entities). To further complicate the OAIS model (Lee, 

2009), producers are also managers and consumers. The designated community, then, is also the 

community managing the collection as well as adding content. 

Beyond the financial, material, and temporal efforts given by members, the archive’s content is also the 

responsibility of the community given that it is public domain materials, up to the public to maintain. 

Administrators use the forum to inform and educate members (see Training and education), and also 

encourage members to contribute in the form of scanned images or flagging incorrect, incomplete, or 

deteriorated content. This model functions extremely well, but may be revised in the future, especially if 

administrators or other highly active members are unable to contribute as much (see Monitoring and 

review). 

 

Statement of financial commitment 

Members are the main source of funding of the DCM. There are a small number of banner ads on the 

site to support funding, but the majority of finances comes from member donations. The current 

monthly goal to cover server costs is $288 (Digital Comic Museum, We Appreciate Your Support!). To 

encourage members to donate, all donors are given VIP status, meaning there will never be restrictions 

on the quantity or frequency of downloading for them, and there are often monthly raffles (entrants are 

donors for that month) for prizes provided by community members. As the DCM is a community archive, 

funding for its upkeep has maintained consistent with occasional nudges from the administrators. 

 

Preservation actions and quality control 

Size and location of the collection 

DCM uses third party servers to store the comic collection (Yoc, personal communication, March 7, 

2016). Because the purpose of DCM is to allow free downloads and must also allow users to upload, 

there must be constant access to the servers with considerable bandwidth allowances. 

A backup copy of all Archival Information Packages is to be created and stored on a separate server 

(Phillips et al, 2013). The backup need not be accessed outside the event of disaster, such as severe loss 

or degradation of items. This should be updated at least once per year, and each updated copy 

maintained for up to two years. 

As of March 2, 2016, there were a total of 62,637 users and 18,929 comics on DCM, and the collection 

grows by an average of 1,727 comics per year (Captain DJ, 2016). User-uploaded comics have an upper 

limit of 120MB per file, but the average file size is much smaller. A random sampling of most-

downloaded and recently uploaded comics revealed an average file size of 40MB. Using the most recent 

total at the end of February 2016 and the average file size, DCM’s collection is roughly 757GB. (For 

comparison, the total size of the collection if every upload were the maximum 120MB would be over 

2TB). However, this figure is probably much larger than 757GB, given that metadata and thumbnails are 

added to the information package after uploading. 
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Best practices for ingest 

Detailed requirements and recommendations for uploading comics can be found in various forum posts 

(JohnC, 2015; KaineZ, 2014; Yoc, 2016[1]; Yoc, 2015[1]; Yoc, 2013[1]; Yoc, 2013[2]). Best practices, 

adapted from those currently existing and combined with new recommendations, are outlined below 

(also see Metadata creation for further ingest guidelines).  

 File to be uploaded must be under 120MB 
 Acceptable files are CBZ (converted ZIP) containing JPEG files of each page image 

o CBR (converted RAR) have been acceptable in the past, however RAR is not 
recommended for preservation (Library of Congress, 2016). Additionally, CBZ files are 
easily converted back to ZIP, while CBR files require additional software to convert to 
RAR (see Migration and fixity). 

o CBZ (and CBR) file formats must use proprietary software to view images. The 
designated community uses this software, as these file types are standards used in 
digital comic book publishing and the file type is ubiquitous and supported (Brown, 
2008).   

o TIFF is a preferable file format to JPEG for preservation purposes (Library of Congress, 
2016). However, JPEG files are smaller than TIFF; for a donation-based, volunteer-run 
archive, smaller size is preferable. Additionally, images are created by users with a 
variety of methods and come from a variety of sources. It is unlikely that many users 
would use high-quality scanning or photographing techniques that would necessitate a 
different file format. 

 Image of comic book cover is first JPEG file in ZIP/CBZ container to allow for preview thumbnail; 
JPEG must be less than 1MB. 

 Items to be uploaded do not already exist in the collection, or they are improvements in either 
quality or completeness. Additional metadata should be included in these cases (see Metadata 
creation). 

 Upload only public domain comics; no comics from after 1959. 
 Scanner pages, if any, must be the last JPEG file in the package. These can and should be 

included, as they are an important part of digital comic and scanning culture, and will be of 
interest to scholars and others who view DCM as a historical collection (Delwiche, 2014; 
Wershler et al, n.d.). 

 Administrators review all submissions before they are approved for admission to the archive.  
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is available for uploading multiple comics, however, members must 
first receive administrative approval. 

 

Quality of scan, completeness in comparison to physical copy, and origin information are the most 

crucial considerations for admission. The DCM aims to have a complete collection of public domain, 

Golden Age comic books, and as such, priorities for submissions are comics not yet in the collection or 

improvements to the quality of the image or completeness of the comic. If comics are being combined 

or added to, the metadata from the original file(s) should be kept alongside the new metadata. Knowing 

the sources of images will help if digital forensics are needed at a later date. 

There are many sources for images, but the best are from either photocopying or photographing. Other 

sources are microfiche (sometimes watermarked) or obtained on file sharing networks from unknown 

sources (such as DC++). Those that are watermarked or difficult to read are put in a holding area and 
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added to a list of comics that need new or additional scans. In cases where the images were obtained in 

some way where the uploader does not know or trust the original source (in other words, where 

diplomacy is poor and authenticity is in question), the user should check against the Grand Comics 

Database’s bibliographic metadata and content images. The importance of this action is highlighted 

within the community already (Yoc, 2013[2]): 

“Unfortunately the same incorrectly named files get shared over and over there 

[DC++].  If we upload such a file we are just perpetuating the problem until a correct 

version of the book gets scanned and shared.  And if that error is not caught by a 

member or staff the correct book might never get scanned!” 

Migration and fixity 

File formats are currently JPEG compressed to ZIP or RAR and then reformatted to CBZ or CBR. The 

CBZ/CBR formats allow for reading within proprietary comic book reader software. CBZ files can easily 

be converted back to ZIP files and the JPEGs extracted. CBR files require additional software than what is 

normally available on a home computer in order to revert it to a RAR file. The DCM currently allows both 

file types, but prefers CBZ, most likely for the above reason. For both the purposes of preservation and 

to serve the designated community of home computer users, only CBZ should be used at the DCM. 

It is recommended that files currently stored in RAR/CBR be migrated to ZIP/CBZ. Fixity must be 

recorded and verified before and after migration in the form of checksums. It is also recommended that 

checksums be performed and recorded by the administrators upon review of Submission Information 

Packages (SIPs) and added to the Archival Information Packages (AIPs) (see Metadata creation). 

 

Metadata creation 

Submission Information Package metadata 

Many comic book metadata standards focus on the content structure of comics – what is on the page 

and what is visible in the image in a computing environment (Morozumi et al, 2009 for example). This 

metadata is not needed for the DCM because the archive is focused on comic book scans as its digital 

object, rather than comic book narrative content. Preservation metadata, particularly provenance 

metadata, are of more importance here than content or bibliographic metadata. SIPs should include 

provenance metadata about where the scanned images are from, who scanned them (if possible), and 

the method of scanning (again, if available). The DCM has no access to the physical comic books – only 

the scans of those objects – and it therefore must obtain and maintain metadata information describing 

the degree to which those digital objects represent the physical items they are related to. Structural 

metadata is required to maintain page order; this can be created in the naming of JPEG files within the 

ZIP/CBZ file. Metadata provided with the SIP will be created by the DCM member who uploads the file, 

and is therefore kept to a minimum: 

 Item name: Name the upload after the title and issue of the comic book. If others in the series 
exist in the collection, use the same convention. Do not use special characters. If the comic is a 
duplicate or combining for completeness use the following abbreviations at the end of the title, 
where appropriate: 
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o (paper) - scanned from a paper source 
o (fiche) - scanned from a microfiche source 
o (diff ver) - an alternate scan of the issue is already on the site 
o (c2c) - cover to cover scan; the complete book without anything missing, including ads 

and text-only content 
o (JVJ) - original comic donated for scanning from the Jim Vadeboncoeur, Jr collection (a 

special project in the community; see Roles and responsibilities) 
o (inc) - incomplete scan; pages are missing 
o (paper+fiche) - this scan contains paper and fiche scans in an attempt to get the most 

complete version possible 
 Filename: No longer than 45 characters, including file extension (.cbr) 

o Individual image files (.jpg) should be named in such a way as to order them correctly, 
with the cover first and scanner images (if any) last. 

 Username: The username of the uploader. Currently “author;” indicates that the producer is not 
the comic book publisher or author, or even necessarily the scanner, but instead the person who 
uploads the scans. 

 Description: The description is an open field and should include provenance data. Any missing 
pages, the source of the scan, and the original scanner. Any other provenance data should be 
indicated here, such as if the file now contains scans from multiple origins (such as what 
happens when missing pages are filled in). Description is generally not used to describe plot or 
other content features. 

 Publisher: Indicated using the “category” field. Note that this is for site organization purposes 
only; to retrieve any other bibliographic information about the comic, the consumer should 
consult the appropriate knowledge base (in this case, Grand Comics Database). 

 

Archival Information Package metadata 

Administrators responsible for curation will add metadata to the AIP. They may also be included in the 

Dissemination Information Package (DIP) as a separate file: 

 Ingest date 
 Filesize: Filesize of the ZIP/CBZ file. 
 Hash: To be recorded at ingest along with the date, as well as before and after any preservation 

actions, such as migration. 
 
Some metadata are automatically tracked and displayed on the DIP page. These metadata are not 

included with the DIP, but rather associated with the AIP: 

 Number of downloads 
 Number of views 
 Average user rating  
 Number of votes 
 User comments: Including the date and user. 

 

 

Roles and responsibilities 
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As discussed in Statement of organizational commitment, the DCM is maintained by volunteers. There 

are five administrators for the site. From correspondence with Yoc and from various posts to the forum, 

their roles and responsibilities are outlined below: 

- Yoc is the main curator, handling day-to-day management of the site, answering questions, 

approving uploads, organizing the collection. This person is the main point of contact for 

scanners and editors, and depends heavily on the community of members for information about 

issues or mistakes (Yoc, personal message, March 7, 2016).  
- John C does research to check on the intellectual property and copyright status of comics and 

provides information back to members about what is and is not in the public domain, as well as 

sources for how to check public domain status (JohnC, 2015). 
- Captain DJ monitors bandwidth and downloading patterns on the server; responsible for 

maintaining the servers (Digital Comics Museum, We Appreciate Your Support!) and provide 

monthly statistics (Captain DJ, 2016). 
- Zog is a curator and founder of DCM (Zog, 2010). 
- Aussie500 grants FTP permissions and appears to be somewhat responsible for approving 

ingests. 

There are at least two moderators on the forums, possibly more. These members put in a much higher 

amount of engagement with the collection. For example, Movielover, along with a few other users, put 

together a list of all the public domain Golden Age comics currently missing from the collection and 

maintains this list for community reference (Yoc, 2016[2]). Another ongoing project undertaken by 

members is the JVJ Project. Jim Vadeboncoeur, Jr. is a comic book collector with an enormous collection 

of print comics, but he is unable to scan or upload them to the DCM. With the help of other members, 

his collection is being added to the collection, filling in much of the missing or incomplete comics (Yoc, 

2015[2]). Members who have uploaded at least one comic or who have donated to the DCM are given 

VIP status. While there are currently no limits to how much or how frequently users may download, VIP 

members are guaranteed never to have limits placed upon them. All members must be registered in 

order to download comics. 

Administrators rely heavily upon members to upload new comics, to catch mistakes in the collection, to 

help one another out with education and glitches, and for funding. While there are semi-defined roles 

for the administrators at the DCM, it is the consumers/managers/producers, as members of the comic 

book collecting community, the DCM archive community, and the designated consumer community, 

who maintain and support the archive. This sets the DCM outside of the traditional OAIS model (Lee, 

2009), but places it in a positive position for community engagement. 

 

Training and education 

The DCM member forum is the place for all training and education. Posts detail ground rules for the 

community (Yoc, 2015[1]) and instructions for uploading (Yoc, 2016[1]) and naming conventions. Other 

forum posts instruct fellow members on how best to scan and take photographs of comics to ensure the 

highest quality images (KaineZ, 2014). Ongoing calls to support the JVJ Project (Yoc, 2015[2]) illustrate 
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how the community supports itself and each other. These are mainly topics meant to educate/train 

uploaders/members. 

The administrators stay up-to-date on copyright and public domain and report back to members in the 

forum. Administrators should also share any digital preservation knowledge and best practices such as 

file format obsolescence and degradation, and description and organization standards. If adopted, the 

Digital Preservation Plan should be made available to the community for comment (see Monitoring and 

review). 

 

Monitoring and review 

The Digital Preservation Plan is to be reviewed annually to ensure adherence and appropriateness. A 

yearly review will allow for the volunteer members and administrators of the DCM to focus on needed 

projects that cannot be done consistently. Such example priorities might be: migrating RAR/CBR files to 

ZIP/CBZ, cleaning up metadata and repackaging AIPs, or performing checksums to detect deterioration 

in files ingested over five years ago. 

Revised standards, such as acceptable file formats or changes to metadata, will be enacted concurrently 

with review of the plan. Other events that would coincide with review: migrating servers, revising 

financial structure, change in core administrator commitment, and other organization shifts.  

The plan will be made public on the forum/member website (see Training and education). This would 

provide an external review of sorts (as the designated community is also internal to the archive’s 

function), and allow any members who may have more experience in preservation areas to weigh in 

with suggestions that the administrators could then consider alongside the DCM’s goals and ideals for 

the archive. 
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